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ABSTRACT
Algorithms are central objects of every nontrivial computer application. Every programmer thus should have basic knowledge from
the area of algorithm design in order to work more effectively. Simplifying and deepening the understanding of algorithms operation
is the main goal of algorithm visualization. There is active research and development in the area of algorithm visualization in the last
decades. Solutions of different quality and serving different purposes are available nowadays, but often it is not an easy task to modify
or extend the particular solution to meet specific needs exactly. The paper contains concise overview of development in the area of
software visualization, as well as a proposal of software visualization platform with the emphasis on its extensibility and portability.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Based on the results of research in the visualization
area [1,2] as well as on our own experiences we believe that
visualization of algorithms can help significantly in simplifying and deepening the understanding of algorithms operation. However, it is not an easy task to develop a purposeful
visualization tool, which would support teaching and research processes effectively. It is important to find out what
makes the visualization tools effective and helpful. To do
so, first we will pay attention to studies that have been already done in the field of software visualization and then,
based on the knowledge achieved, a new visualization tool
will be proposed.
Except the algorithm visualization, the term software visualization is also often used within the papers published in
last years. It usually covers both visualization of algorithms
and visualization of data structures, but sometimes also another aspects of software are considered, too [3]. Algorithm
visualization, as part of software visualization, could be described as ”graphical representation of an algorithm or program that dynamically changes as the algorithm runs” [2].
Data structure animation systems usually are considered to
be systems that support repeated graphical display of data
structures with changes in content and time to show the
viewer how the data are being transformed during execution [39].
More general definition of software visualization can be
found in [3], where the author describes it as ”visualization of artifacts related to software and its development process”. Artifacts here can mean program code, requirements
and design documentation, and bug reports. Main aspects
of software which can be visualized then include visualization of its structure, behavior, and evolution.
An overview of visualization taxonomies [7], together
with an analysis of factors increasing the effectiveness of
software visualization, is summarized in [4].
2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Even if the beginnings of software visualization date
back into the 1940’s [5], the greatest development in the
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area we could observe within the last 20-30 years. Modern
approaches to software visualization were brought in the
1980’s by the introduction of system BALSA (Brown &
Sedgewick, Brown University, USA) [6] which represented
a framework for interactive animations of algorithms with
support of dynamic views on algorithms and data structures. Later it was improved (BALSA-II) and offered interactive visualizations of programs written in Pascal. System
itself was written in the C language and according to [7] it
was the first one allowing the comparison of operation and
performance of algorithms on a single display. A view of
source code of the currently executed procedure with the
current line highlighted was usually provided, too. For a
couple of years the system was in active use within the
teaching process as well as a support tool for the design
and analysis of algorithms.
In the 1990’s, several new visualization systems started
to appear. One of the most famous was the project TANGO
(Stasko, Brown University, USA), which brought fluent animations into the area, followed by its improvements called
Xtango (using X11 Window System) and Polka. Project
Zeus was the first one in which colors and sounds were
used [8]. While it is an evolution of system BALSA, Zeus
was implemented in multi-threaded and multi-processor environment and utilized MIDI synthesizer. 3D graphics in
projects Polka-3D and Zeus-3D was used for the first time
in the area of software visualization.
A list of interesting tools of the 1990’s includes also
ANIM (Bentley & Kernighan, AT&T Bell Laboratories) [9]
- a system for creating animation and static figures from the
scripts generated during the program runtime (so the original program was adapted by adding output commands in its
interesting places), UWPI (University of Washington Program Illustrator, Henry & Whaley & Forstall, University
of Washington, Seattle, USA) [10] creating visualizations
of high-level abstract data structures, TPM (The Transparent Prolog Machine, Eisenstadt & Brayshaw, Open University, UK) - graphical tracer and debugger for the declarative language Prolog, or Pavane (Roman, et al., Washington
University, Saint Louis, USA) [12] - dedicated for threedimensional visualization of parallel programs. Illustrative
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figures or animations, in some cases capturing the operation
of tools from the 1980’s and the 1990’s, can be found in [7].
From about the year 2000 until the present time, many
interesting systems dedicated to software visualization have
been created. The project ANIMAL [13, 14], (Technical
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University of Darmstadt, Germany) brought a system for
creating algorithm animations completely developed using
the Java language. An interesting feature of the system is
the possibility to generate algorithm visualizations (Fig. 1)
from the different areas of computer science.

Fig. 1 The ANIMAL system

The current version of the system is available at its home
page [14], together with corresponding documentation and
sample animations.

Fig. 2 The JAWAA visualization

USA) is developed in Java and provides the scripting language and development environment for simple creation of
algorithm animations with the possibility of their subsequent displaying using the web browser.
JAWAA scripts can also be generated by the program
written in an arbitrary programming language and so creating required animations (e.g. changes in data structures). Language commands include primitive objects (circle, line, text, rectangle, ...), generic actions (changeParam,
moveRelative, delay, ...), data structures (array, queue,
stack, tree, ...) and actions over the data structures (push,
pop, enqueue, ...), which can be used for visualization design. The project homepage [15], except the basic systemrelated information and papers published, contains some
demonstrating visualizations, too (Fig. 2).
System Algorithms In Action [16] (University of Melbourne, Australia) was developed as a supporting tool for
teaching algorithms. Application’s interface consists of
several windows displaying algorithm pseudocode, explanations and algorithm visualization itself (Fig. 3). Algorithm visualizations implemented currently are subdivided
into four groups: searching algorithms (Binary search tree,
2-3-4 tree, RB tree, Skip list, ...), sorting algorithms (Shellsort, Quicksort, Heapsort, ...), string processing (KMP,
Boyer-Moore), and graph algorithms (BFS, DFS, Minimal

The JAWAA system (Duke University, Durham, NC,
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spanning tree, ...). System is developed using Java and Java
script programming languages.
TRAKLA2 (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland) is an environment for teaching of data structures and
algorithms as well as for visual assessment of knowledge
acquired from the given area. An overview of main features of the system is nicely captured in a demonstration
video [18].

A powerful way to gain insight into a system operation can lead via moving between levels of abstraction. A
systematic approach to interactive visualization is explored
deeply in [41]. The approach is illustrated by example of
designing the control system for a simple car simulation
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Control system for a simple car simulation

In essay entitled Learnable Programming [42] the following goals for designing a programming system for understanding programs are formulated:
Fig. 3 Algorithms In Action

1. to support and encourage powerful ways of thinking

Within the project homepage [17], except the basic information about the system, the list of publications, download section, also the TRAKLA2 exercise package is available. This package contains a lot of prepared algorithm visualizations with the self-testing feature implemented (Fig.
4) to get the immediate feedback using the automatic assessment system. A web browser with the Java support is
required.

2. to enable programmers to see and understand the execution of their programs
A number of useful hints to fulfill the goals formulated is
given within the essay.
An inspiring talk of the author of essays [41] and [42],
mentioned above, given at CUSEC 2012 conference is also
available [40]. Within the talk, the tools enabling people to
understand and create in a visual way are presented.
Another successful example is the Online Python Tutor, which is a free educational tool for learning programming by visualizing code execution. Visualization executions from different areas are prepared, e.g. Basic Examples, Math-Related, User Input, Object-Oriented Programming, Linked Lists (Fig. 6), etc. According to the information available on the project’s homepage [43], instructors in
over a dozen universities have used it for teaching introductory computer science and programming courses.

Fig. 4 TRAKLA2 exercise package

Very unusual, but interesting form of algorithm visualization can also be found on video sharing site YouTube,
like Quick-sort with Hungarian folk dance [19] or Radix
Sort on the Playground [20].
Nowadays, visualizations increasingly often are used
not only to help understanding of particular predefined algorithms operation, but also in more general cases connected with programming and system design. The rest of
the section is devoted to couple of approaches of this kind.
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Fig. 6 Python Tutor

Light Table is an interactive IDE, providing a possibility of running program modifications, embedding different
kinds of objects and other features to help understanding
how programs really work [44].
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3. DOMAIN SPECIFIC VISUALIZATIONS
Searching for adequate abstractions of the specific properties of a particular domain requires the specific knowledge from a given domain (dominant types of objects and
operations on them). Sometimes general-purpose algorithm animation systems can be used for producing domainspecific visualizations. However, the effort to do that could
be significantly higher, compared to approach when the
narrowly-focused systems are used [23].
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Animation system POLKA is used within the PARADE for
creation of graphical views.

3.1. Computational Geometry
Finding abstractions of processed data can be quite simple if the data contain position-related information and so
could be displayed without extensive transformations. A
general tool for interactive visualization of geometric algorithms is GeoWin [26]. System is implemented as a C++
class and thus can be interfaced with algorithmic software
libraries such as LEDA [27].

Fig. 8 Visualization of concurrent programs (VADE [31])

Another example of a system from the area of concurrent program visualization is VADE [31]. It is a clientserver system for visualization of distributed algorithms
(Fig. 8). The system provides libraries for automatic visualization generation, synchronization methods for maintaining consistency as well as support for building web presentations of animations created.
Fig. 7 EVEGA visualization environment [28]

Java-based system EVEGA [28] is a visualization environment for graph algorithms (Fig. 7). It provides means to
design and edit graphs, display visualizations, and perform
algorithm comparisons.
3.2. Concurrent Programs
Within the visualization of concurrent programs a number of specific problems (regarding data collection, data display, program execution, resource allocation, etc.) must be
addressed. An overview of systems for parallel program
visualization can be found e.g. in [29].
PARADE [30] is an event-based environment, which
supports the design and implementation of concurrent and
distributed program visualizations. The events can be received via program calls, pipes, or read from a file. A specific component of the system collects events for every single process and provides the user with possibility to manipulate order of the events (chronologically, logically, ...).
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3.3. Real-time Visualizations
In the case of some specific domains (e.g. network protocols) it is strongly required to represent exact timing relations of a given program. An extension of system POLKA
with the ability to animate actions with exact timing is system POLKA-RC [32]. It also provides flexible multiprocessor mapping between the program and the visualization,
i.e. the program and its animation run as separate processes
communicating by sockets.

Fig. 9 JOTSA - simulation of network protocol [33]
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Another interesting system here is JOTSA (Java On
Time Synchronous Animation) [33], developed using Java
and intended for design of interactive algorithm animations,
mainly of network protocols (Fig. 9). It supports exact
timing within animations, multiple independent synchronized views, display zooming and linking of collections of
objects. In addition it provides support for animation of
user-defined simulations of network protocols. The project
homepage [34] contains a couple of links to documents
about JOTSA and applications utilizing the system. Animation examples together with source codes and the application itself with source code are available, too.
3.4. Computational Models
Another area of interest for algorithm animators is the
visualization of computational models of formal languages.
These models are typically used for mathematical reasoning
rather than for programming of real applications. A tool for
design and simulation of several kinds of automata (finite
state automata, pushdown automata, and Turing machines)
and for mutual conversions of language representations is
JFLAP (Duke University, Durham, NC, USA) [35]. JFLAP
is written in Java and has been used for teaching as well as
research purposes.
An interesting tool for teaching subjects from the area of
theoretical informatics or design and construction of compilers can be GANIFA [36]. It is the Java applet for visualizations of algorithms from the field of finite automata
theory.
3.5. Proof Animations
According to [23], visualization of proofs within the
scope of teaching theoretical computer science is relatively
unexplored area. As an example in this case can serve the
proof animation system SCAPA [37]. The system generates
both an HTML document and a Java file from a proof written in LATEX. The task of visualizer is to extend and modify
these files. The proof animation is then created by using an
extended version of the LAMBADA tool.
4. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF VISUALIZATION
SYSTEMS
In a process of development of software system, analysis plays an important role. Specific issues of analytical phase in design of algorithm visualization systems are
treated in [11]:
• User analysis should provide information concerning the target group of users of the system under design (students, teachers, researchers, developers). By
using this information, designer can decide on right
content, its organization, depth, and methods of presentation and interaction.
• Needs analysis - do we really need the presentation of
an algorithm by its visualization, or there exist other
effective ways to do so?
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• Task analysis should give answers to what intended
users will do with the tool (creating new animations,
interacting with existing visualizations, debugging
programs, etc.).
• Information analysis - what kind of information will
be presented? Do we want to put emphasis on the
data structures rather than on the algorithms, display
a profile of resource utilization, compare two algorithms?
• Domain analysis gives the scope of the algorithm visualization. The scope ranges from general-purpose
algorithm visualization systems (able to visualize almost any algorithm, like BALSA, TANGO, Zeus) to
specialized algorithm visualization systems. While
specialized systems are focused on a certain field of
computer science, they simplify the process of creating new visualizations.
• Resources analysis includes estimation of development time, the size and skills of development team,
and the needs of specialized computer resources.
Within the design phase, special attention is required
when choosing the right specification method and techniques for visual representation of information. In the case
of specification method, three main options are available:
• Predefinition (hand coded visualization) is mainly
used in application-specific visualizations. The
method is characterized by fixed (or highly restricted)
mapping of the steps of the algorithm to the graphical views. Main advantages include execution speed,
simple distribution and resulting visualizations can
be very interactive and visually attractive.
• Annotation - important steps of an algorithm are annotated with events calling graphical operations from
the library (change of position, color, ...). The main
advantage of the approach is the ability to define
events at any suitable level. Main disadvantage, on
the other hand, is the need to access and modify the
code of the program.
• Declaration - defined are mappings between states of
the program and graphical objects. Changes in program state induce changes in its graphical representation (Pavane).
Brief description of some interesting techniques for visual representation of information follows:
• Default visualizations - design of appropriate complexity of visual presentations for intended purposes
is required.
• Screen design and multiple views - for less experienced users, a way for reduction of the information overload is abstraction (complicated parts of the
scene can be transformed into simpler items, some
phases of an algorithm operation can be omitted, using step-wise refinement, where basic idea is presented first, deeper details later, at user request). Recommended is a screen subdivision into functional areas, containing related type of information. When
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multiple views are used, each view provides a particular aspect of an algorithm and these views are
conceptually simpler and easier to implement than
monolithic views.
• Color and Sound. Using of colors calls attention to
specific data or information, helps to identify elements of structures, and capture the changes in time.
Color generally allows for denser presentation of information and according to [11] it increases appeal,
believability, memorability, and comprehensibility.
However, some drawbacks or disadvantages are connected with using of colors, too (more complicated
design, color perception is subjective, so introducing
general rules for color use is very difficult), so it is
recommended to be rather conservative when using
colors. Sound can help to reduce the visual clutter
of current graphic interfaces, but there are also some
problems connected with using sound (more than one
computer using audio in the same room, more than
one view uses audio output, etc.). Similarly as in the
case of color, it is recommended to be rather conservative in using sound, too.
• 3D displays are usually used to represent the 3dimensional data some algorithms manipulate, or
provide an extra dimension to convey more information about two-dimensional data. Some techniques
that may be used with 3D (rotation, transparency,
navigation, exploration of objects) can be interesting
in the area of algorithm visualization.
• Interaction makes the visualizations more effective
by allowing the user to step through the execution or
set its speed, design input data for the algorithm, or
control the presentation and amount of information
displayed. Allowing the user to simultaneously run
several algorithms for comparison purposes can be
an interesting feature of a designed system, too.
According to [11], over one hundred of different algorithm visualization tools have been built in the last twenty
years, but very few of them were evaluated systematically.
Difficulties connected with formal evaluation include: evaluation takes time, which visualization to use for testing,
how to measure program understanding, which criteria to
use, etc. So far, we have rather informal evidence available
that applications of algorithm visualizations are useful.
5. VIZALGO: PLUGIN-BASED ALGORITHM VISUALIZATION PLATFORM
We start with analysis and present the resulting decisions in design of the application later in this section.
Descriptions of the structure of prototype implementation,
user interface and the method of implementing plugin modules are provided within the section, too.
The decision to work on our own solution, while a lot of
existing solutions is available, is driven mainly by the fact,
that the application is intended to be used as a support tool
within the subject named Data Structures and Algorithms,
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taught in a bachelor study program at the author’s home institution. The selection of topics within the scope of the
subject is quite wide and it could probably be changed over
the time. To cover the scope of the subject, probably more
tools would be used, or quite big interventions to selected
tool would be required. Taking also possible changes to the
subject’s structure into account, we believe it is better to
start designing and developing our own solution with emphasis on its extensibility.
5.1. Requirements Analysis
There are some specific issues of analysis and design of
algorithm visualization systems, as it was described in section 4 of this paper. At this place we try to give answers at
least to most important questions formulated there.
User analysis - the target group of users of the system is
mainly formed by students of bachelor study program. According to this fact, methods of presentation and interaction
should be rather simple, than too detailed and complicated.
Needs analysis - visualizations here are intended to be
an additional form of algorithm presentation, used together
with more traditional methods like pseudocodes, static figures, debugging outputs of running program for different
inputs, etc.
Task analysis - it is not supposed, that new animations
will be created by the users of the system (students). Majority of users will only interact with existing visualizations
of predefined algorithms in order to better understand their
operation.
Information analysis - within an initial version, emphasis is put on displaying the steps of given algorithm together
with corresponding changes in data structures used by the
algorithm. More advanced features, like profile of resource
utilization, or comparing two algorithms solving the same
problem could be attractive future enhancement.
Domain analysis - the system under design could be
considered general-purpose algorithm visualization system,
rather than specialized one. The reason is quite wide selection of topics within the scope of Data Structures and Algorithms subject, where it is intended to be used as a support
tool.
Resources analysis - JSPF (Java Simple Plugin Framework) helps to simplify communication of plugin modules
with the main module, so the reduction in development time
by using the JSPF is supposed. However, the estimation of
total development time has not been performed, because the
development of additional plugin modules is considered in
a longer period of time in the future.
The most suitable specification method to use within the
system seems to be annotation. Within the method, important steps of an algorithm (implemented by the plugin
module) are annotated with calls of corresponding graphical operations provided by the main module.
From visual representation of information point of view,
it is intended to keep the interface of the application rather
simple, as it is designed mainly for use by less experienced
users (students), as it was mentioned above. Colors are intended to be used in a conservative way and sound output
will not be used at all. While the interaction possibility
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makes visualizations more effective, features like stepping
through the algorithm execution, setting its speed, and supplying input data by the user are those to be included in our
solution.
5.2. Design Decisions
Having in mind the goals mentioned at the beginning
of the paper, including extensibility and portability of the
application, and the supposed way of using it, we had to
make several decisions. The need for extensibility was explained above, at the beginning of the section 5 of the paper. Application is intended to be used mainly by students,
within university laboratories equipped with desktop computers, possibly exploiting different software and hardware
platforms.
While Java is a mature platform with properties suitable
for project of this type (huge set of available libraries, tools
and frameworks, safety, productivity, maintainability, performance, thread management, etc. [45]), the JVM (Java
Virtual Machine) is available for many software and hardware platforms and usually it is preinstalled on computers
in laboratories, Java seems to be a good candidate for this
project.
Another technology to consider in our case, wold be the

HTML5 in combination with JavaScript, which is increasingly popular choice for many applications nowadays. It
also offers a lot of useful features, like browser UI (user
interface) uniformity, speed of development, simplicity,
scripts usable without compilation, etc. [45].
If our intention was the web-based application with the
support for different types of client devices, the technology
of our choice probably would be the HTML5. Instead of
this, stand-alone application, possibly preinstalled on computers in laboratories, without the necessity of maintaining
dedicated server, in an environment with (even rare) connectivity failures, would be more suitable for us. So at
the moment, we believe the better choice for the project
is Java, which proved itself a suitable technology for other
projects of this type [15–17]. Another important decision
to made was the selection of software framework to decrease the programming effort by support the cooperation
with plugin modules. After the analysis of available solutions [21] the JSPF was chosen [22]. JSPF was designed
to reduce the time of development of plugin-based applications. The framework hides details of component implementation from the programmer, which can concentrate
better on the module functionality. Inter-module communication is performed only by using the predefined interface.

Fig. 10 VizAlgo: The structure of the main module [21]

5.3. The Structure of the Application
The VizAlgo application consists of two cooperating
parts - the main module and a set of independent plugin
modules. The main module functionality includes support
for displaying and controlling the algorithm execution. Independent plugin modules form the second part of the platform. A plugin module thus should contain the algorithm
code to be visualized and can utilize the services provided
by the main module. A structure of the main module consists of several classes and interfaces as depicted in Fig. 10.
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• VizApplet class - provides visualization-related services for different components and selection of interface language.
• VizAlgo class - provides execution logic, algorithm
settings, and animation control. Drives a cooperation
of the main module with plugin modules. Creates a
list of available algorithms from which the user can
select one for visualization.
• the rest of classes (Area, CodePanel, ModulCode,
ModulViz, VisualPanel) and the interface ModulAlg
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provide supporting methods for the application functionality and their detailed description can be found
in [21].
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proper line of pseudo code and visual representation of algorithm operation. A core part of the method for a simple
sorting algorithm visualization (Bubble sort) is given in Fig.
14.

5.4. Plugin Modules
Plugin modules within the platform are responsible for
implementation and visualization of particular algorithms.
The process of plugin module development will be illustrated by example of a simple sorting algorithm BubbleSort.

Fig. 11 VizAlgo: The structure of a plugin module [21]

We start by creation of the BubbleSort interface and
the BubbleSortImpl class. The interface created will contain two abstract methods pseudoCode() and solution(), and
these will be overwritten in the BubbleSortImpl class later.
The class extends the ModulViz class and implements interfaces BubbleSort and Runnable (Fig. 11).

Fig. 12 VizAlgo: The BubbleSortImpl method

Fig. 14 VizAlgo: The solution method

By using methods of the ModulViz class within the algorithm execution code, it is possible to perform following
visualization-related operations:
• rectangleClear() - clearing the content of given rectangular area,

Within the constructor of the BubbleSortImpl class (Fig.
12), creation and execution of a new thread is followed
by loading the algorithm pseudocode by calling the pseudoCode() method. For storing the pseudocode of algorithm,
the method utilizes a list of ModulCode type (Fig. 13).

• loadArea() - loading the elements with given drawing
position,
• linePrint() - printing the list of elements,
• colorCodeMarker() - highlighting the particular line
of source code,
• areaRestore() - clearing all the highlightings,
• colorMarker() - coloring of particular elements of array,
• drawText() - drawing a text at the position specified.

Fig. 13 VizAlgo: The pseudoCode method

The solution() method contains a code for algorithm execution, in conjunction with managing the highlighting of
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5.5. User Interface
Main window of the application, representing the user
interface, can be subdivided into five logical areas: Inputs
panel, Pseudo code visualization, Algorithm visualization,
Information and Settings panel (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 VizAlgo: User Interface

The inputs panel is located at the top of the application’s
window and it includes a scrolling menu for selection of an
algorithm. Pseudo code of the algorithm selected is displayed in pseudo code visualization area at the left side of
the window. While the visualization is running, the part of
the algorithm actually executed is highlighted here. Algorithm visualization area is located at the right side of the
window and it displays the visual representation of the algorithm operation.
Under the algorithm visualization area, the information
panel is located, containing the short description of a given
algorithm supplied by the author of the plugin module. At
the bottom of the window, the settings panel is located.
In direction from the left to the right side it contains two
menus (Program and Help) for terminating the program and
displaying information about the author of the program and
about the program itself respectively.
Next four buttons, in direction from left to right, are responsible for the basic algorithm execution control: Start
- loading and executing the algorithm selected, Next - step
by step execution and visualization, Stop - terminating the
algorithm execution, and Play - activating the automatic visualization mode. Next to the right, the speed of the animation, the number of digits of sorted numbers, and the
language (Slovak or English) can be set using the corresponding controls. The My number button enables the user
to enter its own sequence of numbers to sort instead of leaving the program to generate the sequence randomly.
5.6. VizAlgo: the Current State
At the present time, three sorting algorithms are implemented in a form of plugin modules. Two of them, Bubble
sort and Selection sort are simple comparison-based sorting
algorithms. The third one, Radix sort, takes rather different
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approach to sort integers with the same number of digits,
without direct comparison of sorted elements. Elements
here are distributed into buckets (ADT Queue) according
to the digit at a particular position, starting from the rightmost one. When the distribution phase by the digit at a
given position is finished, contents of buckets are concatenated back to the main bucket and thus forming sequence
sorted according to the given digit and digits on the right
from it. The algorithm continues by distribution into buckets again, according to higher-order digits, with subsequent
concatenation into the main bucket. After processing the
sequence of elements according to the highest-order digit,
the sequence is sorted.
In addition to the three sorting algorithms mentioned
above, visualization of the Stack ADT is implemented and
supplied as the next plugin module.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Within the paper we provided a concise overview of development in the area of software visualization and summarized the specific issues of analysis and design of visualization systems. According to our intention to design and
develop a plugin-based platform for algorithm visualization
with the emphasis on its extensibility and portability, we
proposed the core of the platform, together with a couple of
plugin modules for examination of the design. The extensibility is ensured by the possibility of independent development of plugin modules, extending the functionality of
the application without intervening into the main module.
By using the JSPF framework, communication of the plugin modules with the main module was simplified significantly and so the development effort could be reduced, too.
Portability was ensured by using the Java programming language, so the application can be used on many software and
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hardware platforms, where the Java environment is available.
As the main direction of future extensions we recognize
the implementation of new plugin modules. By increasing the number of plugin modules available, the usability
of the application can be improved, too. We would like
to implement not only the next sorting algorithms, for visualization of which the application has shown its capabilities, but also algorithms from other areas. As examples
here can serve the visualizations of algorithms on graphs,
trees, hash tables, or other data structures. As a next benefit from implementing such extensions the feedback could
be obtained, showing us the way in which the main module
could be extended or modified to give even better support
for visualization of different kinds of algorithms. As a possibility in this direction we can mention the ability to step
back or to adjust some of parameters while the visualization is running. Another interesting extension to implement
would be a testing module providing automatic knowledge
assessment functionality within the system.
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